mal.
Ultrasonography (US) revealed a large solid hypoechoic mass with a central vascular core and the presence of vascularity within the mass was noted on color Doppler (Figs. 1A, 
B). Computed tomography (CT)
demonstrated an approximately 11.5 cm, well-defined, lobulated, soft-tissue, retroperitoneal mass with an arborizing pattern of central calcifications ( Fig. 2A) . On the portal phase, the mass showed strong enhancement with a distinct radial or fissured non-enhanced area in the center and no peripheral enhancement (Fig. 2B) . Percutaneous biopsy of the mass was avoided because of the abundance of vascularity demonstrated on US and CT, and further investigation was done via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
MRI also showed a well-defined lobulated mass abutting the psoas muscle in the left infrarenal paraaortic region. The mass showed strong enhancement with gradual centrifugal and peripheral 'rim-like' enhancement on the delayed phase. There was visible vessel proliferation around the tumor, and any invasion of the adjacent organs or vessels was not depicted (Fig. 3) .
The patient underwent resection of the well-encapsulated retroperitoneal mass. The gross specimen exhibited solid, homogeneous and yellowish nature, which was consistent with the diagnosis of Castleman's disease of the hyaline-vascular type (Fig. 4) . In addition, there was strong alpha-SMA immunoexpression in the inter- A. The photograph of a cut section of the resected specimen demonstrates a well-encapsulated retroperitoneal mass that is characterized by its solid, homogeneous and yellowish features. B. The follicle shows an abnormal germinal center with hyalinized capillaries surrounded by concentrically arranged lymphocytes, which resembles the appearance of an onion skin. The widening of the interfollicular area appears to create an ill-defined nodule. Inside it, there is prominent proliferation of stromal cells (H-E stain, ×100). hyaline-vascular type is a recently identified entity that shows overgrowth of a variety of stromal cells. In 1993, Danon et al. reported a histological review and analysis of 102 cases of Castleman's disease of the hyaline-vascular type; these cases were divided into three subtypes according to the differences in the proportion of follicles to interfollicular tissue. Cases with near equal proportion of follicles and interfollicular tissue were classified into the classic variant, those with the follicular component exceeding 50% were classified into the follicular variant, and those with the interfollicular tissue component exceeding 50% were classified into the stroma-rich variant. The stroma-rich variant, in contrast to the other subtypes, occurred exclusively in the adult population, frequently involved the intra-abdominal lymph nodes rather than the peripheral lymph nodes or mediastinum, and tended to form a large mass. Moreover, this histological variant demonstrated vessel proliferation in the interfollicular areas along with excessive proliferation of either SMA positive spindle cells or CD68 positive histiocytic reticulum cells (3). The localized hyaline-vascular Castleman's disease of the abdomen and pelvis most commonly manifests on CT as a single, well-defined, homogeneous soft-tissue attenuation mass with moderate to marked enhancement, with the presence of calcifications in approximately 30% of the cases (4). When the mass exceeds 5 cm in diameter, the interior of the tumor can exhibit distinct radial or fissured non-enhanced areas during the early stage of enhancement. The non-enhancing areas are reduced or vanish entirely on a delayed CT scan (5). Zheng et al. (6) , in a report on the newly discovered features of localized Castleman's disease using multi-detector helical CT, recently described a peripheral 'rim-like' enhancement of the mass at the arterial phase and/or the portal phase on contrast-enhanced CT as another characteristic feature.
In our case, the mass demonstrated strong enhancement with a distinct radial or fissured non-enhanced area in the central portion. However, the mass failed to show peripheral rim enhancement on CT at either the arterial or portal phases. Instead, centrifugal enhancement of the mass was shown on MRI with gradually progressive enhancement from the center towards the periphery, and the 'rim-like' enhancement was seen on the delayed-phase MRI.
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no reports on the MRI findings of this specific stroma-rich variant. The peculiar progressive centrifugal enhancement of this tumor is noteworthy and it may be a representative feature of this subtype. Although more studies are needed to clarify the cause of this enhancement pattern, it is probably the outcome of gradual centrifugal diffusion of the contrast medium from the central vascular core throughout the abundant and thick interfollicular stromal component comprising the mass.
The differential diagnosis of Castleman's disease that presents as a retroperitoneal mass includes lymphoma, sarcoma, fibrohistiocytoma, neurogenic tumor and granulomatous disease, all of which can share similar imaging characteristics.
Lymphoma, another common retroperitoneal malignancy, is very difficult to distinguish from Castleman's disease because of its homogeneity (7) . However, the hyaline-vascular type of Castleman's disease tends to exhibit intense enhancement on CT and angiography. Leiomyosarcoma presents as a heterogeneous mass that contains cystic and solid components. Liposarcoma will often, but not always, have an identifiable amount of fat. Malignant fibrohistiocytoma has a complex appearance and it can contain amorphous calcifications (8) .
Castleman's disease should be considered in the differential diagnosis of a well-enhancing mass that is found in an area of normally distributed lymphoid tissue (9) . An arborizing pattern of central calcifications may help suggest the diagnosis (10) .
In conclusion, the characteristic features of the stroma-rich variant of Castleman's disease localized in the retroperitoneum are hypervascularity and a centrifugal enhancement pattern on imaging studies. A general understanding of the imaging findings of this variant may be helpful to narrow down the preoperative differential diagnosis.
